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Cafè and restaurant 
Since Peschiera del Garda is a touristic city, there are many bars and 
restaurant. Most of them are placed in the historic center which is the 
distination of tourists, or in the new context which are more close to 
the historic core. Restaurants and cafe provide an atmoshphere for 
people with various generations to socialize and spend their time with 
others. 

Play ground

Existence of playgrounds for different sports along the contemporary and new 
context between the residents and tourists accommodation buildings provide an 
opportunities for young people to do physical activities.
Physical activities is one of the purposes of public urban spaces which can be in 
different function. 

Walkside

Walking side along the Garda lake and in historic core where river Mincio and Garda 
lake connect

Providing a place where is accessbile for everyone, visually attractive and safe. 
It provides a social environement where people can meet, speak and seat. 

Urban park 
Existence of parks in different part of the city provide a place for kids and 
their family to spend their time. The parks are  comfortable, accessible 
public space where they can be multifunctional for kids and older people 
to spend their time together and socilize. 

Piazza

Piazza plays a significant role in Italian urban design where people can gather and 
socialize. 
Howeve, due to the large number of tourist, there are many parking lots in this city, 
where some could be square as a public place in the urban context. 

Public beach

By designing public beach along the lake garda, with different recreational facili-
ties, proivde a safe, accesibile and attractive place for people, where connect the 
city with the natural element of the city. sing the advantage of Garda lake

walking path through the fortfied walls 

Social life is not only gathering in sqaure. A public place can be define as 

Cycling path 
Cycling path from Mantova to Peschiera provide a physical activities 
with the vista to Mincio river which lead the rider to the urban context 
of Peschiera and then through Porta Brescia provide a narrow road to 
the historic core. A safe and attractive cycling path is a succesful urban 
public place. 

Museum and exihibition

Exihibition and museums provides a place not only for 
showing the artworks but also for socilizing and exchang-
inge their ideas between people
Fish museum which demonstrates the culture and history 
of peschiera and their career, has a courtyard which is per-
fectly a place for gathering and socializing. 
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